a concrete poem for the war monuments

I.

visualize: a concrete beret

green(life force?) beret

vitamin BE RAY

Shoot Life Force bullets

bilets

bills

(Soldier-you got yur

Bull ATS Confused)

War Being: COMPLETE RESIGNATION

TO BE CONE/SPERM

ONE BE COME S

a war baby

a soldiers life-

(is a defense of insanity?) a way of death

is the ultimate
eternity

DROP(out) Bombs

The Sign of the Humanitarian

Human Failure is the sign of

the $80 a month hired killer

green (sprouts)

leaves

shoots

is the sign of

the cameo-flagelated sniper
crawling thru hashbrown muck of

economy - RE FRIG

ER ATTORREO

IS FRIGIDWIFE

A WAY OF LIFE

TO RESIST

ISIS & the

SAFFRON ROBE

FROM ROME/ROMA/GALLO/SWISS COLONY

BAYCNET IN YUR COLON

YOU ARE BLEEDING WINE

WHINE AS YOU DIE at the age of 18

YOU have seen the world thru the eyes of politics

tic

tic (SNAP/BOOM/ you are dead

between the legs of cement

statue for yr

He went down with

his shi(p/t)boat

YOUNGEYES

DARLING on a

KEYCHAIN

ROMANTICRETIN

MANDRA PING PING

AND A PING PING

IN PAEAL EYE

AND the rear of forehead falls out for
BIG ASS MEN SWINGING GOLFCLUBS KILL FOR GO-GO-GIRLS

(its not the killings its the illusion that EURES CHILDREN NAPALM NAPALM

NADADA PALMA
DATE PALMS

PALMISTRY
PALMS TRY TO GROW
NAPALM TRIYS TO ( CW )

II.

TIN SOLDIER MELTS SLOWLY
TIN SOLDIER MELTS SLOWLY
old Soldier marching
Watches

Support your SOS
Soldiers over silent women
Soldiers. saigon? omen

& the Pacific Fleet is the Specific Fleet
Fleets Errerna for formosa
bound bombs
tombs rooms

HYDROGEN

BOMB HANOI SHOUTS THE BUSY ASSMAN
OM CHANTS THE BUDDHIST
BOOM SHOOTS THE NON-voting teenager
as his head rolls away

DEATH IS a wave of terror
DEATH ASHES -- Crispy Death
Rebirth Guaranteed

SOME WEA
MO MOKSHA
LIBERATION FRONT of head

falls away as waves of tropical bullets
spray your romantic freudian death
desires into garlands of push-buttons
frustration reason sucking oldusymeess
lechers receive government grants
donate yr blood for a country
that will not give you a job other than SELL DEATH only a few hours a day
Be a Death Salesman Uncle Fantasmagory
will train you/ its as easy as playing
in a sand box and BOOM (no boo)
KILL A CHRIST FOR $ YOU CAN MAKE AS
MUCH AS $100 in yr spare time
FREE TRANSPORTATION * HOSPITAL * BURIAL
AS AREAL
AS AZRAEL
DISCOUNTS*THRILLS*DISCIPLINE * BE A MAN
KILL A MAN
KILL A FAMILY
EOMB A VILLAGE
A-BOMB A CITY
AAAHIEE
AAAHHEE
SEE the world from a tank
the world (OM)a yank (GO HOME)
BOOM BO OCm
fight for anything/fight for eye-things
"FIGHT OR DRINK
"ENLIST YOUR ASS
BUT PLEASE DONT THINK TO PROTECT OUR ASS
slogan of warmongers slogan of munitions company
slogan of munions company
the green one is dead
THE GRASS IS GROWING ON A GREEN UNIFORM
THE GRASS GROWING ON A GRAY FORM
THE GRASS IS GROWING ON A RAINY DAY
THE GRASS IS GROWING ON A RAIDED VILLAGE
THE GRASS IS FLOATING ON THE RIVER
THE ASS FLOATING IN THE RIVER
BLOATING BOBBING FOR death apples
death apples
THE GRASS GONG
EAT
MANUVER with MILITARY MANURE
MAN BRING Crippled Veterans
RING ME Restaurant
SOME OF THAT RED HOT DEATHBELLS
WARSAILORS * SOLDIERS * AIRFORCE
SALE-----SOLD CEMENT
"death is just a taste of mint"
"refreshing-tryone-sign here-sold"
WAR IS PRIMITIVE
WAR IS PRIME SICKNESS
WAR IS OUTDATED-UNFASHTONABLE
WAR IS BARBARIAN
WAR IS PROFITABLE (for sum)
WAR IS SOMEBODY'S MOTHER GONE BERSERK
WAR ARE: "last week i couldn't harly spel WA!
NOW I AR IN WON"
WAR IS A FAILURE TO LOVE
WAR IS AN ECONOMIC FAILURE
WAR IS LACK OF COMMUNICATION
WAR IS KABOOM
WAR IS WAR IS A WAR IS A WAR
WAR Monuments - Salute - Flag Raising
to death of love WAR BANNERS WAR BANANAS FALLING Kill is a war monument to ANGUISH war monument is the coward song of children screaming FROM THE DARKNESS OF THE MIND cage war is cold OPPRESSIVE war is for the sleepers MESS OF war is for the blind THE LAW inner-eye - war is for a change of scenery war is a rebirth for failures war is for old business men not angels in waiting---children wading thru GOVERNMENTAL FAILURES* LURE CHILDREN INTO HIDEOUS WAR GAMES for fun & profit - Plastic soldiers Plastic Jesus Plastic obscenities for the frozen heart "Do you have a plastic jesus in yr car? YEP "Lets Frogman/ I'm goin to enlist tomorrow & I'M sterile!" BUT YR ONLY 1??! "It's ok, my mother was in the WAMS & my father was in the Marines" EXERTION FROM A SHORT STORY "WHAT DO I DO SIR?" Well you just bend over & the corporal will hand you the bomb" Army Hand Manual HOW CUM YU KEEP DROPING THE SOAP? MEDIC! MEDIC! MEDIC! MEDIC! "Turn the record off/ ok boys now get out on the battle grid & dont forget yr bandaides." TRENCHES FOR LET - POLICE ACTION FOXHOLE - ON THE DOUBLE HUP dogtags HUP deathheat HU-FUP HATE BOMBS BALLOONS EXPLOSION ARMLESS WAR PRODIGIES WAR SPASM " We are protecting the people." WHAT PEOPLE! OLD people pass the hat
III.

DRAFT CARDS
DAPTAROTCARDS
LAFF ROTCARDS

DEATH REGISTER DIRT
time/age/
eligibility for ashes
collection every war

SERVES AS IDENTIFICATION
Lack of proper idei(fascist)ication
makes you eligible for 5 years in
prison & a 10,000 fine

name /age/

eligibility for ashes

Now go out & defend yr country
if you can find it

Now man(Marvelcomics)over 45
would defend his country
Experience & Knowledge
would defend a universe
Anyboy(Poetscomics) under 26
is so romantic he is easily
SUCKERED INTO ANY UNIFORM
EXCEPT the oneForm
of a universe

that has war has cancer
& shud be operated on as
quickly as pos/able

private sons for suburbs
private sons for service

prisons for peacemongers
prisons for cowards
prisons for criminals & crinoline & Crib-animals
prisons for lufers-lifers & lovers
prisons for dissenters
prisons for the just men
prisons for law & order
prisons for change
prison for the universe
prison for spirits
prison for comets
prison for the eye-travelers checks
prison for the guitar
prison for the undefinable lonliness of the alien
enbalm the muse
DRAFT CARDS are a RAFT to Graft-fascism
the other shore - SVAHA

aha

HA HA HA HA

WARCARDSPEED UP THE REGRESSION MOMENT/MOVEMENT
NECESSARY TO IMPRISON THE SELF FROM THE SELF
BUY WARBONDS / KILL YOURSELF BY KILLING OTHERS
KILL YOURSELF
KILL YOURSELF
KILL OURSELF
KILL AN ELF / prisoner of war universe/

one verse